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AFFIDAVIT OF ANNE-MARIE GILLIS-TAPP

Sworn on July 3_, 2019

I, Anne-Marie Gillis-Tapp, of Calgary, Alberta, Legal Assistant, SWEAR AND SAY THAT:

1. I am a legal assistant with the law firm of Burnet, Duckworth & Palmer LLP ("BDP"), counsel 
for KPMG Inc. in it's capacity as court-appointed receiver and manager of Patriot Equipment Ltd. 
("KPMG"), and as such 1 have personal knowledge of the matters sworn in this Affidavit, except 
where stated to be based on information and belief, and where so stated, I verily believe such 
matters to be true.

2. Attached as Exhibit "A" is a letter from BDP to Niblock & Company LLP, legal counsel to 
Mr. Drever dated May 17, 2019.

3. Attached as Exhibit "B" is an email from David LeGeyt of BDP to Ronald Baba of Niblock and 
Company dated July 5, 2019 whereby BDP responds to Mr. Baba's email of July 4, 2019.
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4. I make this Affidavit in support of the Receiver's Application for a Sale Approval and Vesting 
Order, scheduled for Wednesday, July 10, 2019 at 2:00pm

SWORN/AFFIRMED BEFORE ME at the City of )

David LeGeyt
Barrister & Soliotor
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& Palmer llp

Reply to: David LcGcyt 
Direct Phone: (403) 260-0210 
Direct Fax: (403) 260-0332 
<Jlegcyt@bdplaw.com

Assistant: Lindsey Hackman 
Direct Phone: (403) 806-7877 
Our File: 38770-24

Via E-Mail rbaba@niblock.ca

May 17,2019
An^.-Urme, Aiilis-tepf*
Sworn before me this   ?

A*y of vTU l

referred to in the Affidavit of

Niblock & Company LLP 
420 MacLeod Trail SE 
Medicine Hat, AB T1A 2M9 2IUI

me this_____£

Attention: Ronald B. Baba A Commissioner for Oaths and/or Notary Public

Dear Mr. Baba:
in and for the Province of Alberta

Re: Receivership of Patriot Equipment Ltd.
David LeGeyt

Barrister & Solicitor

As you know, we act on behalf of KPMG Inc. in its capacity as the court appointed Receiver and Manager 
("Receiver") of Patriot Equipment Ltd. ("Debtor"). We understand that you act on behalf of the Defendant 
named in the receivership proceedings as Timothy M. Drever (also known as Mike T. Drever) ("Mr. Drever").

1 am writing to confirm our teleconference of the morning of May 16, 2019 among ourselves, Mr. Drever, 
representatives of the Receiver, and the Defendant named in the proceedings as Bradley Wade Isfeld.

For the avoidance of any doubt, enclosed for service upon you is the Order of the Court of Queen's Bench of 
Alberta dated April 11, 2019 appointing the Receiver. Without limiting the generality of the specificity of this 
Receivership Order, the Receivership Order provides as follows:

1. The Receiver is empowered to take possession of and exercise the control over the Property (as defined 
in the Order);

2. The Receiver is empowered to manage and operate the business of the Debtor (as defined in the Order);

3. The Receiver is empowered to engage consultants, appraisers, agents and experts as necessary to assist 
the Receiver with the exercise of its powers and duties under the Order;

4. The Receiver is empowered to receive and collect all monies and accounts owing to the Debtor;

5. The Receiver is empowered to market and sell any or all of the Property; and

6. The Receiver is empowered to sell the Property.

In addition to the foregoing, the Order imposes a number of duties on third parties, including Mr. Drever and 
Mr. Isfeld. Without restricting the generality or the specificity of the Receivership Order, this includes:

1. All Persons (as defined in the Order) are required to advise the Receiver of the existence of any Property, 
and allow the Receiver immediate access to the Property; and
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2. All Persons are required to advise the Receiver of the existence of any Records (as defined in the Order), 
and are required to provide such Records to the Receiver,

1 confirm that as part of our teleconference on May 16, 2019 the Receiver again requested of Mr. Drever and 
Mr. Isfeld to provide the Receiver with any and all information and Records in their possession in respect of the 
Property and the Debtor and its business. I also confirm that on the teleconference I reminded Mr. Drever and 
Mr. Isfeld that this is not simply a request from the Receiver, but rather is a mandatory requirement of the Order. 
This situation is not negotiable and Mr. Drever and Mr. Isfeld have a positive obligation to provide the Receiver 
with the requested information, and otherwise comply with the balance of Order.

Without restricting the generality of the foregoing, the Receiver specifically requires that Messrs. Isfeld and 
Drever provide the Receiver with all information and Records in their possession relating to the following 
equipment of the Debtor:

1. The blow out preventer and coil reel associated with the coil tubing unit located in Arcadia, LA; and

2. The drop box and driver motor associated with the coil tubing unit located in Vermillion, AB.

On the teleconference you raised the idea that there are accounts receivable owing to the Debtor, and that the 
Debtor may own valuable lawsuits or causes of action. I confirm that the Receiver has requested from Mr. Drever 
and Mr. Isfeld all information and Records in their possession with respect to these alleged accounts receivable 
and lawsuits or causes of action. I reiterate this demand by the Receiver and remind your client and Mr. Isfeld 
that they are required to comply with it pursuant to the Order. These are potentially valuable assets of the estate 
and it is in the interest of all stakeholders that the Receiver assess the validity and value of this property so that 
it can be monetized to the greatest extent possible for the benefit of all stakeholders.

You and Mr. Drever and Mr. Isfeld also requested on the teleconference to be involved in the Receiver's efforts 
to market the Property of the Debtor. I confirm that the Receiver's response that you, Mr. Drever and Mr. Isfeld 
may provide whatever information you deem necessary to assist the Receiver in its role, and the Receiver will 
consider that information. However, as was made abundantly clear on the teleconference, the Receiver does not 
commit to any particular course of conduct or mechanism for marketing and selling the Property or otherwise 
maximizing the value of the estate. In this regard, and as discussed on the teleconference, I remind you, and I 
confirm, that the Receiver is an independent Court Officer, owing duties to all stakeholders, and that the Receiver 
will make every effort to maximize the value of the Property in an efficient and cost effective manner. It is 
imperative that the Receiver do this independently and without the influence of any particular stakeholder group, 
as required by law. As we discussed, this will involve the balancing of a number of different factors given that 
some of the Property is located in Alberta and some of the Property is located in the United States. Among other 
things, the Receiver will need to consider the transportation costs associated with moving the property, the 
security costs associated with the property, and the different markets for the property in the different 
jurisdictions.

On the conference call you and your clients also requested to participate in a joint call with the Receiver and a 
potential selling agent or purchaser. I confirm that the Receiver refused this request, but indicated that the 
Receiver would independently contact any selling agent or potential purchaser identified to the Receiver, and 
would consider that party in any marketing process or sales process which ensues for the Property. In this regard, 
the Receiver confirmed that it is an independent Court officer and would not permit any stakeholder to participate 
directly in the Receiver's deliberations with potential selling agents or purchasers. In order to maintain its 
independence the Receiver must be free of any influence in making these decisions. Having said that, the 
Receiver recognizes that Mr. Drever and Mr. Isfeld are stakeholders in the Receivership and the Receiver will 
report to them formally through its reports to the Court, and informally from time to time at the reasonable
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request of Mr. Drever or Mr, Isfeld. It is also very important for the Receiver to maintain confidentiality in 
respect of its marketing efforts and ultimately the purchase price achieved, in order to maintain the integrity of 
the receivership process. For these reasons the Receiver was unable to agree with your request for Mr. Drever 
and Mr. Isfeld to directly participate in the marketing and sales process.

As you are aware, the issue of whether or not the Receiver has implemented an adequate marketing process and 
obtained an adequate purchase price for any Property sold, goes before the supervising Court when the Receiver 
applies to have a sale approved. If Mr. Drever or Mr. Isfeld are unsatisfied with the process or the result they 
can raise their objections at the hearing of the Receiver's Application for a Sale Approval and Vesting Order.

Finally, I will add you to our service list as counsel to Mr. Drever.

Yours truly,

Lexi Ng (KPMG, via email) 
Brad Isfeld (via email)

/
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Annie Gillis-Tapp

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

David LeGeyt
Friday, July 05, 2019 7:01 AM 
'Ronald B. Baba'
'Donald Kolody'; 'Neil A. Honess Ph.D.'; 'rvandemosselaer@osler.com' 
RE: Patriot Equipment Ltd, Drever

Hi Ron.

I have taken instructions from the Receiver in respect of your email below. I also confirm that you and I spoke on the 
telephone yesterday.

We do not agree to adjourn next week's hearing. Your email below does not offer anything concrete in support of an 
adjournment, and frankly it would be irresponsible for the Receiver to risk losing a firm deal to pursue the hypothetical 
you describe below.

As you are aware, the Receiver has implemented a thorough process for the marketing and sale of the property which 
has resulted in the Celtic Asset Purchase Agreement, and the Receiver's pending Application for a Sale Approval and 
Vesting Order. As you are also aware, Mr. Drever participated extensively in the Receiver's process, and was given every 
opportunity to make an offer acceptable to the Receiver, however he was unable to do so. In particular Mr. Drever was 
unable to provide the required deposit, and his offer included conditions which the Receiver could not accept. The 
Receiver advised Mr. Drever of these issues but he refused to amend his offer to remove the conditions, and he refused 
to provide a deposit.

As a result of the foregoing, and in order to protect the integrity of the receivership process, the Receiver has no 
intention of engaging further with Mr. Drever or anyone else In respect of a potential sale of the property. That process 
has concluded to the satisfaction of the Receiver and Royal Bank, and we are proceeding to the next step.

You are not permitted to question the Receiver on its Report unless you first obtain leave of the Court to do so. I 
suggest that if your client has concerns with the Receiver's Report you can identify those concerns to us in writing and 
the Receiver will consider those and likely engage in further dialogue with yourself and Mr. Drever.

Finally, the proceedings were initiated by Royal Bank in Calgary long ago. To my knowledge no Statements of Defense 
were ever filed, and issue of venue has not been raised. It is too late to do that now give the advanced state of the 
proceedings.

Regards,

David LeGeyt 
0-403-260-0210 
C-403-714-8689

From: Ronald B. Baba [mailto:rbaba@niblock.ca]
Sent: Thursday, July 04, 2019 5:52 PM 
To: David LeGeyt <dlegeyt@bdplaw.com>
Cc: Donald Kolody <dpk@thehat.ca>; m73drever@gmail.com 
Subject: [EXT] Patriot Equipment Ltd, Drever

THIS IS EXHIBIT
referred to in the Affidavit of ___

y\gn& fi\tits-
Sworn before me this *7

day of Jli lxi

A Commissioner for Oaths afidfdr Rotary Public 
in and for the Province of Alberta

David LeGeyt 
Buster & Solicitor
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Hi Dave
I have today left a phone message at your office and on your cell regarding the application set for the 10th.

As indicated in Sandra's last email, I have been in touch with Mike Drever. He is working with a group that intends on 
putting in an offer on the equipment at a considerably higher price than what the Receiver has recommended be 
accepted from Celtic. The street says that the offer is around $450,000 which my client feels is unreasonably low and 
highly prejudicial to both my client and all the other stakeholders. We will if necessary have Mike swear an affidavit in 
response but need to know quickly if that is necessary given the third party intent to put in the improved offer. The 
writer would certainly want to examine under oath (so transcripts would be available to the Court) the Receiver on 
some of the statements in the report. We do not want to run up costs or unnecessarily inflame the situation but we 
must make sure the opportunity to get double what the Receiver is proposing is not wasted. I would think an 
adjournment in the circumstances would be in order.

I would like to talk to you as solicitor for the Receiver as to the best procedure for this third party group working with 
Mike Drever to proceed with the offer. It should result in an almost full pay out the Royal Bank as the major secured 
creditor and be hundreds of thousands higher than the Celtic offer. We understand the third party group is prepared to 
take the assets as is subject to them getting clear title and vacant possession of them and that they have the cash (no 
bank financing required).

In addition I cannot for the life of me figure out how my client can properly respond to the confidential offer with all of 
its terms if he cannot see it. Lastly it is our position this application should properly occur in Medicine Hat jurisdiction 
given it is taken under s243(l) of the the Bankrupcy and Insolvency Act and s243(5) clearly applies. It is a statutory 
provision and therefore mandatory. I believe part of the purpose of it is that a person like my client who has been 
reduced to severe budgetary restrictions cannot afford to travel and hire out of town counsel to defend the various 
applications. Effectively these out of town applications mean in practical terms access to the Court is restricted for a 
client like Mr Drever.

I look forward to your response on the adjournment

Ronald B. Baba, Q..C. f Partner

COMPANY
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IMPORTANT NOTICE: The information in the email and any attachments is confidential and intended solely for the attention and use of the named 
addressee(s). This information may be subject to legal, professional or other privileged or may otherwise be protected by work product immunity or other 
legal rules. It must not be disclosed to any person without our authority. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to 
the intended recipient, you are not authorized to and must not disclose, copy, distribute or retain this message in any part. If you have received this 
communication in error, please notify Niblock & Company immediately by email at: postmaster@niblock.ca. Thank you.
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